
Spring Enrichment Activity Descriptions  

activity 
 

description 

Knitting Learning basic knitting skills whilst further developing your child's fine motor skills and concentration, building your child's resilience giving 
them a sense of achievement when they finish their final product. 

Film club A relaxed friendly atmosphere where children can enjoy watching films. 

Lego club Your child can enjoy a calm, relaxing, therapeutic, multi-sensory, open –ended experience when building with Lego bricks. Lego helps 
children to develop many skills : concentration, following instructions, turn taking , sharing , communication , working together and using 
their imagination to  create their own special Lego models and to have fun. 

Drawing and 
Colouring 

A free choice of drawing and colouring activities. 
  
 

Calligraphy Calligraphy is a visual art related to writing. Come and learn the techniques and skills to create this beautiful writing. 
 

Playdough  
 

Join in the fun, chop, poke,  roll, pinch and squash playdough whilst making models.  
Helping develop children’s manipulative skills needed for writing. 
Charge £1 per child for each half term to cover for flour, salt, oil, food colourings  and containers to keep it in. Plus, any smells or glitters to 
make the playdough different senses.  
 

Ocarina  Children will have fun learning to play a new musical instrument. They will also develop early musical notation skills. Children can buy their 
own ocarina for about £7 to practice at home. 

Basic First Aid 
Training  
Years 1+2 

Using a variety of lessons and learning materials such as online activities and role play scenarios, your child will learn a range of first aid 
skills, which will help them to deal with a number of situations. We will also send home information where you can look online and support 
your child to become confident in first aid situations.  
  
 

Basic First Aid 
Training Y3 to 5 

Using a variety of lessons and learning materials such as online activities and role play scenarios, your child will learn a range of first aid 
skills, which will help them to deal with a number of situations. We will also send home information where you can look online and support 
your child to become confident in first aid situations.  
*In addition to this they will learn the 999 call, helping with burns and nose bleeds and the need to calm and support the injured or unwell 
person. 
 



Basic First Aid 
Training Y6 

Using a variety of lessons and learning materials such as online activities and role play scenarios, your child will learn a range of first aid 
skills, which will help them to deal with a number of situations - nose bleeds, Minor burns, chocking; - also, how to dress a wound and keep 
someone calm. We will send home information where you can look online and support your child to become confident in situations 
requiring first aid.  
*In addition to this they will learn the 999 call, CPR and the recovery positon.  
 

Library 
 

Enjoy reading books.  Listen to stories and have fun with literacy activities. 
 

Computing Computing enrichment activity aims to introduce coding to pupils.  
 
Please note that Computing enrichment is not an Internet Café where pupils can come and play games or watch videos. 
It is an intense brain activity that requires commitment. Pupils are expected to participate in the lessons, focus longer than they are usually 
accustomed to.  
Every pupil is interested in internet or computers. However, we would advise against choosing Computing Enrichment if your child is not 
particularly interested in coding. 
 
We introduce block coding to years 1,2 and 3. Block Coding is a visual design language to make items or pictures on the screen move 
around. It is not a programming language. It aims to teach concept of coding. 
We aim to combine this knowledge with real life hardware devices towards to end of the term and have pupils to control simple hardware 
specifically designed for block programming. 
 
We teach HTML in years 4,5 and 6. HTML is language used to write web sites. We start with basic hand crafted HTML. Later on we move to 
intermediate HTML where pupils learn to use a specific program to write their HTML code and build a simple website. 
 

Spanish Come to learn Spanish have fun leaning songs, words to say on holiday. 
 

Sewing  Come and learn how to sew, make things have fun. 
 

Construction  club Bring your ideas to life by building your own models using blocks Duplo and Lego. 
 

Speed stacking A fast fun activity to help develop hand eye coordination and motor skills working individually, in pairs or teams. Come and see how you 
stack up.  



Phonics and 
Word Games 

Come along and have fun playing games to practice your phonic skills, reading and spelling.  Be an even better reader/speller! 
 

Maths games Fun logic and reasoning games that will develop your child’s problem solving skills in an exciting and engaging environment. 

Makaton Learn how to sing & sign, to support communication in many different ways 

 

Movie A calm and relaxing environment to spend time with friends. 
 

French  Parlez-vous francais? So, why french? Think of as many reasons you can why you should learn French. Jot them down. Join the club.  

Art & Craft There is no right or wrong when it comes to MAKING ART & CRAFTs, making sure that you have FUN is the important part, SO children let’s 
get creating and messy! 

Homework Club Offers a place for your child to work in a learning and supportive environment. Encouraging them to work with others or independently 
making homework seem more achievable and not a chore. 

Backgammon I have played backgammon since I was a child taught by my father.  
Backgammon is one of the world's oldest games played all over the world. It is a game of strategy, statistics, logical thinking, and suspense.  

Turkish Club One of the 15 most widely spoken languages. We will be learning in a positive, happy and enjoyable environment. Providing various 
activities i.e. music, stories, dance, vocabulary and the Turkish culture. 

Drama Learning fundamental skills to increase self-esteem/confidence, listening, negotiating and communicating. Assisting children to access their 
emotions, along with understanding different ways to express them through role-play. 

Art 

 

Your children learn to express feelings, with or without words, developing their hand and eye coordination. Art can be fun and challenging 
once you find the creativity it offers and all aspects of cultural resources. 

Gardening Club The children will work with the gardeners on projects relevant to the time of year. This will include, planting, weeding, harvesting, watering 
and tidying. They will learn basic gardening skills as well as gaining a greater understanding of the natural world. You will notice some of the 
gardening clubs work around the school, such as the hanging baskets at the front of the school building and along the side of the nursery.  
 

Art History Let’s explore together some of the most famous painters in history and learn about their lives while analysing the historical context. (Please 
note, we will not paint in this sessions) 

Cosmic Kids Yoga  Cosmic Kids is child friendly yoga using story based activities about being kind, brave , following your dreams as well as developing your 
child’s strength , balance , co-ordination and confidence. 

Ultra Sport - 
Multisports 

Ultra Sports instructors provide again a range of activities that develop coordination, ball skills, balance, team work, stamina, strategy and 
much more.  



Puzzles A great favourite in the Autumn Term is back. Work with friends or on your own to piece together all sorts of puzzles. It is relaxing and we 
can chat at the same time. 

Reading A calm environment to read books alone, with friends and to an adult. 

Skipping Where to start? It is not just jumping, but also coordination and balance, keeping to a rhythm and following increasingly complex patterns. 
Concentration is the key. Improve your muscle strength and speed. An intensive and fun activity set to catchy beat. 

Word search Are you quick eyed? Having fun finding and colouring words whilst also improving your vocabulary and spelling.  

Saz Mainly for Alevi pupils who wish to learn to play this stringed musical instrument 

Gymnastics  Further improve your gymnastics skills using our wall and floor apparatus. 

Body Groove Exercise that is fun, enjoyable and relaxing, for your health and well-being 

Time stables You know you have to learn them; why not master these in a fun and supportive environment.  

Cartoon  

Gospel choir KS2   
 

Work with a professional gospel choir director and have the opportunity to perform to an audience. 

Debating Learn the skills of setting out a good argument and you may represent the school at the next debating competition. 

Magic Club  Learn card and other tricks to wow your friends and family; just don’t tell them how you did it! 

Multi-skills A fun, challenging and enjoyable start for children’s involvement in sport. A wide range of games and activities involving the development 
of movement and fitness. Developing the child’s knowledge of how to play a game and their ability to solve challenges in sports, games and 
activities. Developing child’s confidence, ability to build friendships. 

Newspaper Check out the latest newspaper articles. Read and discuss newspaper topics. Is the news article informative?  
Previous articles read during this enrichment that our group found interesting: 
Councils across UK ban smoking near schools 
Recycling  of plastic bottles to make school blazers 
Mickey Mouse celebrating 90-year birthday 
A primary school in Devon vacuuming school classrooms 

School 
Production 

The production will involve putting on a play which will include a combination of singing, acting and dancing, 
This is an exciting opportunity for committed children.  If a child is involved in the production, they will need to attend 
rehearsals as their first choice for their Enrichment group on both Tuesdays and Thursdays.  The children will need to learn 
lines at home as well as practise songs and dance routines in their own time.   
There will be an evening performance on Tuesday 2nd April 2019 

Athletics Learn from Olympic Athlete Claire Spurway 

Story telling Choose a reading book from the extensive range in our school library. 1-1 reading of your home reading book. Also some reading exercises 
together. 



Drama Gain confidence, lose stage fright, imagine being someone or something else and act to your hearts content. 

Radio Club Select your favourite tunes and learn how to present and DJ. 

Steel Pans An opportunity to be part of the school’s ‘Steel Pan Band’ 

Cartoon Club Use your imagine and creativity to make your own cartoons. 

Yoga  Yoga is a system of physical exercises or postures.  These help build strength, flexibility and confidence.  Yoga is also about breathing which 
helps calm and refresh the body and mind. Children learn to feel relaxed, focused and motivated. When practicing yoga, we learn how to be 
still. This helps us to listen with attention and make good decisions. A great way to move our bodies and feel healthy! 

 

 
 


